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This book was originally released as Chasing the Devil in 2014 and has been rewritten! SAMPLE
OF NOW OR NEVER (BOOK 1) INCLUDED! Tate Valley Detectives Alexis Adams and Penelope
Dao embark on the most bizarre murder case of their careers when rich boy Donovan McCoy is
shot to death while trying to rape 18 year-old Rose Malone on the beach just blocks away from
Alexisâ€™ home.Meanwhile, Kevin and Alexisâ€™ relationship turns hotter and heavier, yet the
closer they get, Grant remains an obstacle. The couple finds themselves at odds with each other
when Alexis uncovers a huge conspiracy that might lead straight to Grant. Kevin and Alexis are
convinced they are lifelong soulmates but will her obsession with Grant destroy their relationship
once and for all?Warning: This book contains a no-BS-heroine, a hot executive who wears his heart
on his sleeve, and some steamy donâ€™t-care-if-the-house-burns-down sex!
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I received this as an ARC in exchange for an honest review.This was a great story, and this book
was well written by Stacy Deanne. I loved the characters of Alexis Adams, Penelope Dao, and
Kevin Reed. This book is intriguing, with some humor, and it also involves romance, mystery, and

suspense. There are several twists and turns within the story that makes it interesting. This book
has some steamy and kinky sex scenes. Alexis has been gone from her home town of Tate Valley
for twenty years, and when she returns, she still has feelings for her long time loveâ€”Kevin Reed,
who now works for Copeland Enterprises. Alexis is a detective for Tate Valley, and she and
Penelope are investigating the murder of Donovan McCoy, the son of the senior executive Benson
McCoy at Copeland Enterprises. Copeland Enterprises is owned by Grant Copelandâ€”Alexisâ€™
nemesis. While Alexis is solving the McCoy murder, both she and Kevin find that they are still
attracted to each other and their budding romance flourish. Also, while Alexis and Penelope are
solving one murder another one occurs. This book will pique your interest. Will Alexis be able to
solve the McCoy murder and the second murder? Who killed Donovan McCoy? Why is Grant
Copeland her nemesisâ€”what happened? Will Alexis and Kevin be able to make this budding
romance flourish for good this time?

The story is interesting but I didn't like the lead female character, Lexi. Lexi is a cop that nearly 20
years ago left her small town and moved to L.A. Returning to Tate Valley, California as a detective
for the Tate Valley police, she investigates a murder of a senior executive at Copeland Enterprises.
Copeland Enterprises is owned by Grant Copeland, the man Lexi feels destroyed her family. It is
also the employer for her ex-boyfriend, Kevin. Lexi is obsessed with trying to pin the murder on
Grant. Everyone warns her to stop the vendetta which nearly destroys her relationship with Kevin
and even her partner. As the investigation continues she uncovers many lies that everyone has.
There are many twists as to who possibly could have done it. The sex scenes were numerous.
Lexi's irrational anger drove me to want to stop reading this book. She was too harsh, crass and too
single-minded. I really loathed her character. I wish the author had made the Lexi character's anger
less childish. I was provided an ARC for an honest review.

I enjoyed this book. I had not read book one, and I was fine with just reading this one. Alexis and
Penelope are two police officers investigating the murder of a young man as he was attempting to
rape a young lady. While this is going on, Alexis is investigating a wealthy man, Grant, in the town
for a possible conspiracy. This is causing problems between Alexis and her boyfriend, Kevin that
works for Grant. The book is really two stories going on at the same time, with the story of Grant to
be continued. I received this book for free in return for an honest review. Now I am looking forward
to the next book.

I received Chasing Forever as an ARC for an honest review. I liked the intrigue of the start of the
book and was warned early that the first part of the book was at the end of this book. I am not one to
read out of order and since I had to read this one out of order it made me want to stop reading this
and start from the beginning, But I read thought this one anyway. I love Stacy-Deanne's writing and
I loved this book. I am going to read the first part and reread the second so I can get my questions
answered and eagerly await, the next book.

Chasing Forever by Stacy Deanne is a sexy exciting read and it's filled with sitting on the edge of
your seat suspension. Alexis love for Kevin is budding but there is still this strong pull towards
handsome Grant who just might have something to hide. If you like to read a great book with
romance, steamy passion filled sex that will get you hot and bothered...oh, and the titillating
suspense is real!!! Then this is the book for you. You won't be sorry and this is definitely a 5-star
read!-T.H.

Chasing forever. Alexis' case in this book is really strange and takes a while to crack with a few
twists. Meanwhile Alexis and Kevin's relationship is crazy. They love each other but when they are
together they fight about Grant and then have makeup sex to the extreme. Alexis feels strongly that
Grant is hiding something and will not rest until she knows and makes him pay for what was done to
her mother.

Whoa! This book was one big rollercoaster ride!!! Kevin was the one that had me in tears from his
soft guy ways and Alexis sure knew how to make him want her more and more. These two worked
together even as their attraction and passion grew. Ms Deanne sure has a thing for reeling in her
readers! However, yes it was intense as I got to know so much about the characters along the way.
You'll be in for a dramatic twist! Def an AMAZING BOOK and I recommend.

This is my Arc review. Kevin and Alexis are dynamic couple, with obstacles in their way. Mainly
Alexis' obsession with pinning a murder rap on Grant.I really wanted to give this type of book a
chance, because I usually don't read books like this, now I know why. It's an ok read, but NEVER
AGAIN.
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